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Digital marketing plays an important role in today’s marketing world.  Businesses can 
increase their revenue through proper and effective digital marketing. It can easily attract 
millions of people in just a click. Internet changed many things. Marketing also accepted 
these changes. The influence of social media, different websites, blogs, and search 
engines gives an essential platform to purchase by just click.  It is the time to accept 
digital marketing. Digital marketing firstly used in 1990.  Digital marketing is marketing 
goods and services through digital platforms like websites, blogs social media and mobile 
marketing. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Marketing is not only advertising, promotions but also about communicating message 
rightly to the right people through right channels. Marketing is changing very fast from 
traditional to digital. In olden days people were used yellow pages were search engine, 
TV was our you tube Channel, magazines were blog, news paper ads are almost gone. 
Nowadays internet that changed many things. Marketing also accepted these changes. 
Now old marketing is called failing. It is the time to accept digital marketing. Digital 
marketing firstly used in 1990.  Digital marketing is marketing goods and services 
through digital platforms like websites, blogs social media and mobile marketing. This is 
also known as online marketing and Internet marketing 
 
COMPENETS OF DIGITAL MARKETING 

1. AUDIENCE: The people who will consume the message .They are the core of 
the digital marketing. 

2. CONTENT: What audience consuming. 
3. CONTEXT: Subject of content. 
4. MEDIUM: Through what channel or media using to reach the message to 

audience. 
 
POPULAR DIGITAL MARKETING CHANNELS 

Abstract 
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Before you can actually start in the selection process to identify the best digital marketing 
tools, you must first learn and familiarize yourself with the various channels that are 
available . 
 
1. Email Marketing 
When business perform lead generation and other marketing strategies, they collect 
contact information like phone numbers and email addresses from potential customers, 
including permissions to send them updates and other information through email.   
Many businesses with in-house digital marketers use email marketing, with up to 66% 
rating this tool as excellent for delivering. Examples of emails sent include emails for 
brand building, conversion, and newsletters. 
 
2. Pay-Per-Click Advertising 
Paid advertising channels like Pay-Per-Click advertising deliver highly targeted traffic of 
potential customers within a very short period of time. This method however is driven by 
home much you are willing to invest in bidding and placing ad placements, as well as 
how much you are willing to pay for acquiring one customer. 
Still, your advertising budget is still within your control, enabling you to set how much 
you have to spend for a day, a week or a month running your PPC ads. The effectiveness 
of PPC ads rely on how well you choose your keywords for targeting potential customers 
as well as optimizing the visual and contextual information in your ads.SSSSS 
 
3. Search Engine Optimization (SEO) 
Almost all people using the Internet are familiar and are making use of search engines to 
look for anything there is they want to know or are searching for.. People use search 
engines to look for information about a brand, product or services. SEO involves several 
activities like keyword research, making use of both on-page and off-page optimization, 
linkable assets creation, organic link building and other related activities. 
 
4. Display Advertising 
Many people visit blogs, forums, and other websites that are interesting or useful to them. 
Digital marketers can reach out to these potential customers by placing relevant display 
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ads on these third party sites. These include banners, boxes, interactive ads, video ads, 
interstitial ads, overlays and other similar ads that are linked to a landing page or website. 
Display advertising creates greater brand awareness as well as generate highly targeted 
traffic that may convert into leads or sales. Payments for these display ads are usually 
based on Cost-Per-Impression (CPM) which is usually more cost-effective compared to 
the Cost-Per-Click (CPC) scheme typical of PPC advertising. 
 
5. Social Media Marketing (SMM) 
Social media is definitely one of the most phenomenal thing to happen in the digital arena 
that business owners and digital marketers can leverage on to create brand awareness for 
their products and services. Through Social Media Marketing (SMM), digital marketers 
can reach out to highly targeted potential customers through direct and person-to-person 
engagement. 
 Businesses and digital marketers continue to ride the bandwagon and more than 50% are 
planning to increase their SMM budgets this year. Digital marketers however should 
select the most appropriate social network to promote their kind of business to a 
particular kind of targeted audience. 

• Face book – You can reach out to almost any kind of general consumer, you 
just need to learn in what groups and pages your targeted customer stay 
frequently go to at Face book. 

• Twitter – If you’re trying to develop a new business and would want to reach 
out to early adopters, then Twitter may be for you, particularly in generating 
fast brand awareness. 

• LinkedIn – Reaching out to professionals, business owners and other 
Business-to-Business (B2B) leads and targeted customers, then LinkedIn 
would be the perfect social network for you. 

• Google+ – This is another good social network for reaching out to early 
adopters of new businesses as well as reaching out to the B2B and general 
social media user. Business owners should however learn how to make a good 
presence at Google+ as this may be a great factor that will influence how SEO 
will behave in the near future. 

• Pinterest – This social network is great if you’re focusing on visuals for 
promoting your brands and products. Majority of users are also women so if 
these are your market, then SMM on Pinterest will be good for your business. 

 
6. Content Marketing 
Content is at the heart of every digital marketing campaign and is the one major element 
that will remain constant despite the many changes that occur in the marketplace. With 
good, high-quality and very relevant content, your website and other Internet marketing 
real estate will generate considerable inbound traffic from highly targeted audiences – all 
of which can be potential customers. Up to 73percentgedigital marketers  in the B2B 
arena are increasing content marketing activities this 2014. Content includes text, 
graphics, videos, and other related materials people are looking for and are very 
interested in. 
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7. Affiliate Marketing 
If you need to reach a wider and more global audience, you need not hire someone from 
other locations. All you need to work with are affiliate marketers who can do the job for 
you for certain percentages in commissions when they sell your products – a perfect 
example of the pay-per-performance online business model.  
 
8. Online Public Relations 
Online PR can be considered a part of Content Marketing in general for the main 
principle is to create promotional content that will be used for generating branding and 
creating traffic through exposure in online PR networks. Some of these channels are free 
to join while some require some joining/subscription fees before you could publish press 
releases. 
 
 BESTDIGITAL MARKETING TOOLS     

 
Digital marketing has become very important for many marketers even those formally 
dedicated to traditional marketing. Apart from the fact that it provides an equal playing 
field for various businesses of different sizes to grow together, digital marketing is also 
much more cost effective than traditional marketing. 
Conversion rate optimized digital marketing tends to lead to more conversions and 
generates better revenue and lastly, facilitates  engagement with  target audience, 
potential customers and even customers. 
Of course, digital marketing can help any business (no matter the size) to achieve so 
many things especially if used properly with the right digital marketing tools, each 
aimed at addressing different aspects of marketing. 
 
1. Canva 
Visual marketing has become a very important aspect of marketing especially in 2018. 
With consumers retaining 80 percent of what they see and only 20% of what they read, 
it’s no wonder that it has become so important for businesses to integrate visual 
marketing into their business marketing strategy. 
Canva allows users to make use of customized photo filters, manipulate text, create 
images from scratch or use stock photos, designs or background images and it also 
provides different social media network images size dimension all done with an easy 
drag-and-drop technology. 
2. Option Master. 
Another useful digital marketing tool is OptinMonster is a popular email subscriber list 
building tool that is used by many Word Press bloggers and website owners to build their 
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subscription lists. With many intriguing email opt-in templates, OptinMonster provides 
you with an easy to use interface and allows you to create converting email opt-in form. 
 
3. AgoraPlus 
With AgoraPulse, you can manage all your major social media accounts; Face book, 
Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn. AgoraPulse allows you to schedule posts, measure your 
social media activities, and engage your followers with quizzes and competitions. 
 
4. Traackr 
Tracker is an influencer marketing platform that allows you to find influencers and do an 
analysis of their social media profiles, connections and what they’re interested in. 
Influencer marketing is a fast-growing marketing strategy used by many companies to 
drive awareness and leads to their brands, goods and services and convert those leads into 
conversions. 
Traackr is a good influencer marketing platform that allows you manage your 
relationship with influencers, discovering influencers beneficial to your brand and 
measuring individual influencer metrics and KPI so you can track your ROI. 
 
5. Google Keyword Planner 
This is a free keyword research tool that allows you to search and find a wide range of 
keywords and keyword ideas, and see how keywords perform. All your keyword research 
can then be used for search engine optimization for websites and for your Google 
AdWords campaign. 
 
6. SEMRush 
Google analytics results and reports can be a bit confusing such that people end up 
missing important information. SEMrush, one of the popular digital marketing tools, 
gives marketers a great opportunity to analyze google organic and paid search results to 
allow you to evaluate your site and perform competitor analysis. 
 
7. Feedly 
Feedly is a content curation tool that allows you to collect and read content from your 
favorite blogs or news site, subscribe to any RSS feed and most importantly, curate 
content for social sharing which you can either save or share directly from your Feedly 
user interface. 
 
8. Hotjar 
Hotjar allows you to analyze and understand the behavior of your website visitors with 
interesting metrics gotten from website visitor recording, heat maps, scroll maps and 
click maps. The tool also gives you access to feedback polls and surveys, for collecting 
feedback that can help you better understand your website visitors. 
 
9. Google Analytics 
Google Analytics is one of the most popular analytics tools in the world which every 
digital marketer should know about. 
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The online platform provides you with access to different reports that contain information 
about your users, where they come from, which marketing channels on your website are 
more effective in terms of leads, conversions, downloads and sales, among others. 
 
10. Covert Kit 
 simple and easy to use email-marketing automation tool, ConvertKit can help bloggers 
and businesses trying to grow their online audience create sign up forms and landing 
pages with great templates. ConvertKit allows you to capture leads and send converting 
emails to them that can turn them into customers 
  
11. Lumen5 
Lumen5 uses AI to match the content of your articles with related images to turn your 
blog posts into videos. 
 
12. Todoist 
Todoist allows you to use different colors for every project for which you can also create 
child projects. You can also arrange your projects anyhow you want with the drag-and-
drop feature in a matter of seconds. 
This to-do list app also allows you to collaborate on projects and assign tasks to people 
on your team or people you work with. 
 
13. Buzzsumo 
Buzzsumo is another tool that allows you to track mentions of your brand, your 
competitors, as well as any keyword of importance. 
However, Buzzsumo is most known for its exciting features that allows you to research 
and find most shared content related to a keyword of your choice. Therefore, you can 
discover popular and shareable content much more easily. 
 
14. Lead Pages 
LeadPages is popularly used to create high converting landing pages. With a large suite 
of optimized templates. LeadPages allows you to invite people visiting your website for 
the first time to download cheat sheets or eBooks, sign up for something or buy a book. 
 
15. User suggest 
You can find new keywords related to your main keyword and get the search volume and 
the degree of difficulty for writing a blog post with your main keyword using 
Ubersuggest. 
 
16. Animoto 
With this visual marketing tool, you can create professional slideshow videos with music, 
different effects and custom text. 
 
17. Brand24 
Brand24 helps you to monitor and track keywords related to your business, mentions 
about your business/brand or your competitors across many channels such as social 
media, blogs and forums. 
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18. Clouds 
The best way to avoid data loss is to use cloud storage to store your important files and 
documents online.  Cloud is one of such cloud storage platforms with many other juicy 
functions that allow you to organize your file and folders, access all your files on any 
device, allows people to access files or folders so you can work together on projects, 
backup your information, and stream music and videos. Top writing services have been 
known to use cloud storage tools like cloud to store projects.  Although digital marketing 
is very easy to understand, there are a lot of skills needed to optimize and take advantage 
of digital marketing tools, activities, practices and trends to bring in enough leads, sales 
and conversions that equal a profitable ROI. 
 
BENEFITS OF DIGITAL MARKETING  

1. Global Reach. 
2. Lower cost… 
3. Tractable Measurable Results. 
4. Personalisation. 
5. Social Currency 
6. Improved Conversion Rate. 

 
CONCLUSION 
Digital marketing helps to targets audience in a cost effective and measurable way. It 
helps to increase brand loyalty and online sales. Website helps to reach new customers 
globally .A planned and effective digital marketing can campaign a much lower cost than 
a traditional marketing method. We can measure online marketing with web analytics and 
other online marketing tools. Digital marketing creates campaign using different types of 
rich media content on the internet .These campaigns can gain social currency being 
passed from user to user and becoming viral. So digital marketing plays vital role in the 
today’s marketing world and economy. 
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